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Abstract: We examined the neural representations of orthographic and phonological processing in chil-
dren, while manipulating the consistency between orthographic and phonological information. Partici-
pants, aged 9–15, were scanned while performing rhyming and spelling judgments on pairs of visually
presented words. The orthographic and phonological similarity between words in the pair was inde-
pendently manipulated, resulting in four conditions. In the nonconflicting conditions, both orthography
and phonology of the words were either (1) similar (lime-dime) or (2) different (staff-gain); in conflicting
conditions, words had (3) similar phonology and different orthography (jazz-has) or (4) different
phonology and similar orthography (pint-mint). The comparison between tasks resulted in greater
activation for the rhyming task in bilateral inferior frontal gyri (BA 45/47), and greater activation for
the spelling task in bilateral inferior/superior parietal lobules (BA 40/7), suggesting greater involve-
ment of phonological and semantic processing in the rhyming task, and nonlinguistic spatial process-
ing in the spelling task. Conflicting conditions were more difficult in both tasks and resulted in greater
activation in the above regions. The results suggest that when children encounter inconsistency
between orthographic and phonological information they show greater engagement of both ortho-
graphic and phonological processing. Hum Brain Mapp 28:880–891, 2007. VVC 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of the current study is to examine the neural
correlates of orthographic and phonological representa-
tions, and the interaction between these representations in
children. Since phonological and orthographic processing
and the mapping between them are acquired and elabo-
rated during development, it is important to study these
processes in children. Our study attempts to differentiate
between orthographic and phonological processing by
using a direct comparison between an orthographic task
(spelling judgment) and a phonological task (rhyming
judgment). In addition, the differences and the interaction
between these processes are examined by manipulating
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the conflict between orthographic and phonological infor-
mation.
Previous studies that used the rhyming task in adults

showed activation in the left superior temporal, supra-
marginal, and posterior inferior frontal gyri (IFG) (Booth
et al., 2002a; Crosson et al., 1999; Kareken et al., 2000;
Lurito et al., 2000; Paulesu et al., 1996; Pugh et al., 1996;
Xu et al., 2001). The same regions were active for children
in phonological tasks such as nonword reading, phoneme
deletion, and rhyming judgment (Booth et al., 2004; Geor-
giewa, 1999; Shaywitz et al., 2002; Temple et al., 2001).
However, because the baseline for comparison was usu-
ally nonlinguistic stimuli, such as line orientation judg-
ment or passive viewing of symbol strings, it is hard to
distinguish phonological from other lexical processes (i.e.
orthographic and semantic) automatically invoked by the
linguistic stimuli.
For the spelling judgment task, both children and adults

showed activation in bilateral infero-temporal/fusiform
gyri, IFG, and superior parietal lobules (SPL), when com-
pared with nonlinguistic stimuli (Booth et al., 2002a, 2004;
Tagamets et al., 2000). A direct comparison between chil-
dren and adults showed greater activation for children in
the right infero-temporal cortex (Booth et al., 2004), previ-
ously associated with visual processing of nonlinguistic
stimuli such as faces and objects (Gauthier et al., 2000;
Nakamura et al., 2005). This finding may suggest that chil-
dren, more than adults, rely on nonlinguistic processes for
making orthographic judgments in the spelling task.
In the current study, the distinction between phonologi-

cal and orthographic processing is examined by directly
comparing between rhyming and spelling judgments of
real words. Because orthographic and phonological proc-
esses may be automatically invoked even when not
required by the task, a direct comparison between tasks
enables us to distinguish between automatic processes and
processes, which are specifically enhanced by the require-
ments of the task.
The interaction between orthographic and phonological

processing in the current study is further explored by in-
dependently manipulating orthographic and phonological
similarity between the words. Previous studies have exam-
ined the effect of orthographic similarity of the rime (first
vowel and following letters in a word) on the performance
of rhyming judgment in adults (Johnston and Mcdermott,
1986; Kramer and Donchin, 1987; Levinthal and Hornung,
1992; Polich et al., 1983) and children (McPherson et al.,
1997; Rack, 1985). In this paradigm, pairs of words are vis-
ually presented in one of the four conditions: words that
rhyme and have a similar spelling of the rime (e.g. dime-
lime), words that rhyme but have a different spelling (e.g.
jazz-has), words that do not rhyme but have a similar spell-
ing (e.g. pint-mint), and words that do not match in either
rhyming or spelling (e.g. staff-gain) (not all conditions were
presented in all studies). These studies found greater diffi-
culty in pairs of words for which orthographic and phono-
logical information did not match (i.e. jazz-has; pint-mint),

suggesting that the conflict between orthographic and pho-
nological information interfered with the phonological
judgment. In addition, the most difficult among the con-
flicting pairs were pairs that were spelled the same but
did not rhyme (e.g. pint-mint) (Johnston and Mcdermott,
1986; Kramer and Donchin, 1987; Levinthal and Hornung,
1992; McPherson et al., 1997; Rack, 1985). Some of the
studies used a similar approach to examine the effect of
phonological information on orthographic judgments of
visually presented words in adults (Kramer and Donchin,
1987; Levinthal and Hornung, 1992). In similarity to the
rhyming task, conflicting pairs were more difficult than
nonconflicting pairs, suggesting that the mapping from or-
thography to phonology is automatic in adults, and occurs
even when phonological information interferes with the
task.
The procedure in the current study is similar to Booth

et al. (2004), with a number of important modifications. (1)
We present pairs rather than triplets of words to minimize
working memory load. (2) All four lexical conditions are
presented (two conflicting and two nonconflicting condi-
tions) to ensure that subjects base their judgments on the
required representational system (i.e. orthography for the
spelling task or phonology for the rhyming task). (3) The
baseline perceptual task presented symbol strings that
were more visually complex than the line judgment task.
Thus, in addition to the direct comparison between tasks,
each task is also compared with nonlinguistic stimuli with
comparable visual complexity.
The rhyming task is predicted to differentially activate

regions involved in phonological processes such as inferior
frontal gyrus and temporal regions. The spelling task is
predicted to differentially activate regions involved in
orthographic processes such as inferior occipito-temporal
cortex. For the comparison of conflicting and nonconflict-
ing conditions, we predict that conflicting conditions will
show stronger activation in regions related to processes
that are not relevant for the task, i.e. phonological process-
ing in the spelling task, and orthographic processing in the
rhyming task. This may reflect the salience of the irrele-
vant information and its interference with task-relevant
processing in the conflicting conditions. In addition, we
predict that conflicting conditions in both tasks will engage
task-relevant processes more than the nonconflicting con-
ditions, because this is necessary to overcome the interfer-
ence from the nonrelevant information.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Thirty-eight healthy children (aged 9–15, mean ¼ 11.7),
22 females, participated in the study. Children were all
right handed, (mean ¼ 78, range 50–90) according to the
nine item likert-scale questionnaire (�90 to 90, positive
scores indicate right hand dominance). All children were
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native English speakers, with normal hearing and normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. All children were free of
neurological diseases or psychiatric disorders and were
not taking medication affecting the central nervous system.
Children were recruited from the Chicago metropolitan
area. Parents of children were given an interview to ensure
that they did not have a history of intelligence, reading,
attention, or oral-language deficits. Children were given
standardized intelligence tests (Wechsler Abbreviated Scale
of Intelligence (The Psychological Corporation, 1999)),
which showed an average full scale IQ ¼ 113 (range ¼ 85–
130, SD ¼ 15.3), verbal IQ ¼ 114 (range ¼ 79–142, SD ¼
14.8), and performance IQ ¼ 108 (range ¼ 78–140, SD ¼
14.7). Reading abilities in all children were average and
above, with a mean score ¼ 111 on the Woodcock Johnson
Word Identification test (Woodcock et al., 2001) (range 91–
130). The Institutional Review Board at Northwestern Uni-
versity and Evanston Northwestern Healthcare Research
Institute approved the informed consent procedures.

Tasks

Word judgment tasks
Two words were presented visually in a sequential order

and the participant had to determine whether the words
matched according to a predefined rule. In the spelling task,
participants determined whether the words had the same
rime spelling. The rime included all letters after the first
consonant or consonant cluster (Bowey, 1990). The partici-
pants were instructed to ‘‘indicate whether the words were
spelled the same from the first vowel on’’. In the rhyming
task, participants determined whether the words rhymed.
Each task was performed in separate runs. Each word
was presented for 800 ms followed by a 200 ms blank in-
terval. A red fixation cross appeared on the screen after
the second word, indicating the need to make a response
during the subsequent 2,600 ms interval.
In both the spelling and the rhyming task, 24 word pairs

were presented in each one of four lexical conditions that
independently manipulated the orthographic and phono-
logical similarity between words. In the two nonconflicting
conditions, the two words were either similar in both or-
thography and phonology (O+P+, e.g. dime-lime), or differ-
ent in both orthography and phonology (O�P�, e.g. staff-
gain). In the two conflicting conditions, the two words had
either similar orthography but different phonology (O+P�,
e.g. pint-mint), or different orthography but similar pho-
nology (O�P+, e.g. jazz-has). In the spelling task, the par-
ticipant had to respond according to the orthographic in-
formation, whereas in the rhyming task they had to re-
spond according to the phonological information. If there
was a match according to the criterion, the participant
pressed a button with the index finger; if there was no
match, the participant pressed a different button with the
middle finger.

Control conditions

Two perceptual control conditions were used in which
two symbol strings were presented visually in sequential
order and the participant had to determine whether the
strings matched. In the ‘‘Simple’’ condition, the symbol
string consisted of a single symbol, while in the
‘‘Complex’’ condition, the symbol string consisted of three
different symbols. Timing parameters were the same as for
the lexical conditions. Twenty-four items were presented
in each perceptual condition, with half of them matching.
In addition to the perceptual control conditions, 72 fixation
trials were included as a baseline. In the fixation condition,
a black fixation cross was presented for the same duration
as the stimuli in the lexical and perceptual conditions and
participants were instructed to press a button when the
black fixation-cross turned red.

Stimuli Characteristics

All words were monosyllabic words, 4–7 letters long,
and were matched across tasks and conditions for written
word frequency in adults and children (The Educator’s
Word Frequency Guide, 1996) and for adult word fre-
quency for written and spoken language (Baayen et al.,
1995). A GLM analysis of the two measures for word fre-
quency did not reveal significant differences for task or for
condition or an interaction between task and condition.
Two measures of word consistency were used in the
experiment: phonological enemies (number of words with
similar spelling but different pronunciation of the rime)
and orthographic enemies (number of words with similar
pronunciation but different spelling of the rime). Despite
attempts to match these parameters across tasks and con-
ditions, and due to the limited number of available words
and the specific structure of the conditions, the number of
phonological and orthographic enemies was matched
across tasks, but not across conditions. GLM analyses of
phonological and orthographic enemies as dependent vari-
ables and task and condition as independent variables
showed a significant effect of condition (F(3,21) ¼ 24.0,
13.4; P < 0.001) for phonological and orthographic enemies
respectively. The largest number of phonological enemies
was found in the O+P� condition in both tasks (1.2, 1.3,
5.5, and 3.3 for O+P+, O�P�, O+P� and O�P+ respec-
tively). The largest number of orthographic enemies was
found in the O�P+ condition in both tasks (5.6, 5.6, 5.3,
and 13.7 for O+P+, O�P�, O+P�, and O�P+ respec-
tively).
The symbols in the control conditions consisted of re-

arranged parts of lower-case courier letters. In the Com-
plex condition, a symbol did not repeat within any sym-
bol-string. Nonmatching pairs differed in one symbol, with
the position of the nonmatching symbol equally distrib-
uted across the string. All words and symbols were pre-
sented in lower case, at the center of the screen, with a
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0.5 letter offset of position between the first and second
stimulus.

Experimental Procedure

After informed consent was obtained and the standar-
dized tests were administered, participants were invited
for a practice session, in which they were trained in mini-
mizing head movement in front of a computer screen
using an infrared tracking device. In addition, they pre-
formed one run of each task (rhyming and spelling) in a
simulator scanner, to make sure they understood the tasks
and to acclimatize themselves to the scanner environment.
Different stimuli were used in the practice and in the scan-
ning sessions. Scanning took place within a week from the
practice session. Each participant performed both the spell-
ing and the rhyming tasks. In the scanning session, each
task was administered in two 108 trial runs, in which the
order of lexical, perceptual, and fixation trials and was
optimized for event-related design (Burock et al., 1998).
The order of stimuli within task was fixed for all subjects,
with the order of tasks counterbalanced across subjects.
Prior to each run, the subjects were instructed which task
they were required to perform. Altogether, four 8 min runs
were administered to each participant.

MRI Data Acquisition

Images were acquired using a 1.5 T GE scanner, using a
standard head coil. Head movement was minimized using
vacuum pillow (Bionix, Toledo, OH). The stimuli were
projected onto a screen, and viewed through a mirror
attached to the inside of the head coil. Participants’
responses were recorded using an optical response box
(Current Designs, Philadelphia, PA). The BOLD functional

images were acquired using the EPI (echo planar imaging)
method. The following parameters were used for scanning:
TE ¼ 35 ms, flip angle ¼ 908, matrix size ¼ 64 � 64, field
of view ¼ 24 cm, slice thickness ¼ 5 mm, voxel size ¼ 3.75
� 3.75 � 5 mm3, number of slices ¼ 24; TR ¼ 2,000 ms.
Four runs, with 240 repetitions each, were administered
for the functional images. In addition, structural T1
weighted 3D image were acquired (SPGR, TR ¼ 21 ms, TE
¼ 8 ms, flip angle ¼ 208, matrix size ¼ 256 � 256, field of
view ¼ 22 cm, slice thickness ¼ 1 mm, number of slices ¼
124), using an identical orientation as the functional
images.

Image Analysis

Data analysis was performed using statistical parametric
mapping (SPM2) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The
images were spatially realigned to the first volume to cor-
rect for head movements. No individual runs had more
than 4 mm maximum displacement. Sinc interpolation was
used to minimize timing-errors between slices (Henson
et al., 1999). The functional images were co-registered with
the anatomical image, and normalized to the standard T1
template volume (MNI), with a voxel size of 3 � 3 � 3
mm3. The data was then smoothed with a 10 mm isotropic
Gaussian kernel. Four volumes were discarded from the
beginning of each run. Statistical analyses at the first level
were calculated using an event-related design, separately
for each task, with four lexical conditions, two perceptual
conditions, and the null events as conditions of interest. A
high pass filter with a cutoff period of 128 s was applied.
Word pairs were treated as individual events for analysis
and modeled using a canonical HRF. Group results were
obtained using random-effects analyses by combining sub-
ject-specific summary statistics across the group as imple-
mented in SPM2 (Penny and Holmes, 2003).
The main effect of all lexical conditions when compared

with the perceptual conditions (masked by the activation
in lexical conditions vs. fixation) was tested using a one-
sample t test. The comparison between tasks was done in
a two-sample t test at the group level, using the contrast
of all lexical conditions when compared with fixation in
each task from the individual analyses. All reported areas
of activation were significant using P < 0.001 uncorrected
at the voxel level and containing a cluster size greater than
or equal to 10 voxels. To determine regions that are sensi-
tive to the conflict between orthography and phonology
and are common to both tasks, we used the contrast of
conflicting versus nonconflicting conditions from the group
analysis in one task as a mask to examine activation in the
other task, and vice versa (threshold of P < 0.005 uncor-
rected and a cluster size greater than 10 voxels). To test
the hypothesis that conflicting conditions involve greater
activation of both phonological and orthographic proc-
esses, we used the task comparison maps as masks for
testing the effect of conflict in each task. Regions that were
more active for the rhyming task served as a mask for

TABLE I. Performance in lexical and perceptual

conditions in the spelling and rhyming tasks

Nonconflicting Conflicting Perceptual

O+P+ O�P� O�P+ O+P� Simple Complex

Accuracy
Rhyming
Mean 93 94 84 72 97 90
SD 1 1.2 1.4 3 0.8 1.4

Spelling
Mean 93 97 88 88 97 90
SD 1.7 1.2 2.1 2.1 0.8 1.3

RT
Rhyming
Mean 1,311 1,302 1,393 1,528 1,119 1,154
SD 53 53 54 64 52 49

Spelling
Mean 1,257 1,220 1,345 1,376 1,094 1,126
SD 65 60 62 70 56 46

Accuracy presented in percentage of correct trials, and reaction
time in milliseconds.
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phonology-related processing, while regions that were
more active for the spelling task served as a mask for or-
thography-related processing. Hence, the conflict effect in
each task (conflicting vs. nonconflicting conditions) was
separately examined using two masks: spelling > rhyming
and rhyming > spelling.
To test whether the differential activation between con-

flicting and nonconflicting conditions is explained by the
longer time on task in the conflicting conditions, we exam-
ined the correlation between reaction time and activation
in the contrast of conflicting versus nonconflicting condi-
tions. The difference in reaction time between conflicting
and nonconflicting conditions for each individual was
entered as a single covariate in the correlation analysis at
the group level.
To test the correlation of activation with accuracy of per-

formance on a task, the contrast of all lexical conditions vs.
null in each individual was entered into a multiple regres-
sion analysis, separately for each task. Two regressors
were included as covariates in the analysis: the mean accu-
racy across lexical conditions in the respective task and the
age in months. The correlation of activation with accuracy
is reported while controlling for the effect of age, with a
threshold of P < 0.001 uncorrected and a cluster size
greater than 10 voxels.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results

Table I shows that average accuracy of performance in
the scanner was above 80% in both tasks in all conditions,
with the exception of O+P� in the rhyming task (72%). A
GLM analysis, with lexical conditions as a repeated meas-
ure and task as a between-subject variable, showed a sig-
nificant main effect of condition (F(3,66) ¼ 45.1; 52.7, P <
0.001) for accuracy and RT respectively, a significant main
effect of task for accuracy (F(1,66) ¼ 8.9, P < 0.01), and a
significant interaction of task and condition, for accuracy
(F(3,66) ¼ 11.9, P < 0.001) and RT (F(3,66) ¼ 4.0, P < 0.01).
The comparison within each task showed that in both
tasks, performance in the conflicting conditions was less
accurate and slower than in the nonconflicting conditions.
Paired-t tests of accuracy between conflicting and noncon-
flicting conditions showed a significant effect of conflict for
the rhyming and spelling tasks (t(35) ¼ 10.7; t(31) ¼ 5.3
respectively, P < 0.001). Paired-t tests of RT also showed a
significant effect of conflict in the rhyming and spelling
tasks (t(35) ¼ 8.2; t(31) ¼ 8.7 respectively, P < 0.001). A
comparison between the two conflicting conditions within
each task showed that O+P� was less accurate and slower
than O�P+, but only in the rhyming task. A GLM analysis
of two conditions by two tasks showed a significant inter-
action of task and condition (F(1,66) ¼ 10.6, 8.7; P < 0.01)
for accuracy and RT respectively. A paired-t test compar-
ing the two conflicting conditions in the rhyming task
resulted in a significant difference for accuracy (t(35) ¼

3.8, P < 0.01) and RT (t(35) ¼ 4.8, P < 0.001), while the
same comparison in the spelling task did not show signifi-
cant differences (t(31) < 1; t(31) ¼ 1.5, for accuracy and RT
respectively).

FMRI Results

Because no significant differences were found between
the analysis of correct responses alone and the analysis
that includes all responses, only results from the analysis
with all responses are presented, to equate the statistical
power between conditions with different accuracies.

Language specif|c activation
Figure 1A and Table II show regions that weremore active in

the lexical when compared with the perceptual conditions
(masked by the map of lexical conditions vs. fixation) in both
tasks. These regions included left IFG (BA 45/46), superior/
medial frontal gyri (BA 6/8), and extrastriate visual cortex (BA
18) in both the spelling and the rhyming tasks. A small cluster
in the left inferior temporal gyrus (ITG; BA 37) (MNI coordi-
nates:�54,�50,�12) also showed overlap of language-specific
activation between the two tasks. In addition, language-specific
activationwas found in the spelling task in the left inferior pari-
etal lobule (IPL; BA 40) and in the rhyming task in the left supe-
rior temporal gyrus (STG; BA 22).

Task comparison

The direct comparison between the rhyming and the spell-
ing tasks for the contrast of all lexical conditions versus fixation
are presented in Figure 1B and Table II. The results show that
more activation for the rhyming task was found in two clusters
in the left IFG (one in BA 45 and one in BA 47), and one cluster
in the right IFG (BA 45/47). On the other hand, more activation
for the spelling task was found in bilateral SPL/IPL (BA 7/40).
However, Figure 1C shows the overlay of the task comparison,
with greater activation in the spelling when compared with
the rhyming task, and the language-specific regions in the
spelling task. This shows that task-specific activation in the
spelling task (i.e. the bilateral SPL/IPL) was predominately
nonoverlapping with regions that showed greater activation
for the lexical when compared with the perceptual conditions
in the spelling task.

Correlationwith accuracy

Accuracy in the rhyming task was positively correlated
with activation (in the contrast of lexical conditions vs. fix-
ation) in the left IFG (Z ¼ 3.8, 26 voxels, BA 47; �48, 21,
�15). Accuracy in the spelling task was positively corre-
lated with activation in the right middle occipital gyrus
(BA 19; Z ¼ 3.9, 23 voxels) and right IFG (BA 45/47; Z ¼
3.7, 18 voxels).

Effect of conflict

Regions that are sensitive to the conflict between ortho-
graphic and phonological information were examined in
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the two tasks using the comparison of conflicting and non-
conflicting pairs, and are presented in Figure 2 and Table III.
Regions sensitive to the conflict in both tasks, found using re-
ciprocal masking, are presented in Figure 2A. In both the
spelling and the rhyming tasks, conflicting conditions
showed greater activation in anterior cingulate/medial fron-
tal gyrus (BA 32), left IPL (BA 39/40), and left IFG (BA 44/
45/9).
To test the prediction that conflicting conditions show

greater activation associated with both task-relevant and
task-irrelevant processes, we used the maps from the task-
comparison as masks. The effect of conflict in each task
(conflicting vs. nonconflicting conditions) was separately
examined in regions related to phonological processing
(using the rhyming vs. spelling comparison as a mask)
and in regions related to orthographic processing (using

the spelling vs. rhyming comparison as a mask). The
results are shown in Table III and Figure 2B,C. The effect

of conflict in the rhyming task, masked by the rhyming >

spelling mask (task-relevant processing), showed activation
in bilateral IFG (BA 45/46 on the left and BA 47 on the

right). The effect of conflict in the rhyming task, masked
by the spelling > rhyming mask (task-irrelevant process-

ing), resulted in activation in bilateral SPL (BA 7) and left

IPL (BA 40). The effect of conflict in the spelling task, masked

by spelling > rhyming mask (task-relevant processing),
showed activation in the right SPL (BA 7) and left IPL (BA

40). The effect of conflict in the spelling task masked by
rhyming > spelling mask (task-irrelevant processing) did not

show any active clusters under the standard threshold, but

showed activation in the left IFG (BA 45/46) under reduced
threshold (P < 0.05 uncorrected at the voxel level).
To test whether the differential activation between con-

flicting and nonconflicting conditions is explained by the
longer time on task in the conflicting conditions, we exam-
ined the correlation between this contrast and the differ-
ence in reaction time. In the spelling task, this analysis
revealed activation in the right posterior medial frontal
gyrus (BA 6) and right STG (BA 22). In the rhyming task,
this analysis revealed activation in the left calcarine (BA
18). No activation was found in regions that were sensitive
to the conflict, suggesting that the conflict effect was not
explained by longer time on task.

Hard versus easy conflicting conditions in rhyming
Following the marked difference in performance between

the two conflicting conditions in the rhyming task, the com-
parison between these conditions is presented (Table IV).
Regions that were more active for the difficult conflicting

TABLE II. Language-specific and task-specific activation

Condition Region BA H Z score Voxels x y z

Language specific (words > symbols)
Spelling Inferior/middle frontal gyri 45/46/47 L 6.2 1,295 �48 36 6

Superior/medial frontal gyri 6/8 L 5.5 271 �6 15 48
Superior/middle temporal gyri 22 L 5.4 14 �54 �39 6
Thalamus — L 4.6 55 �6 �12 6
Cuneus/calcarine sulcus 30/18 L + R 4.3 164 �6 �75 6
Middle temporal gyrus 37 L 4 10 �57 �51 �12
Inferior parietal lobule 40 L 3.8 79 �30 �57 39

Rhyming Superior/middle temporal gyri 22 L 7.4 134 �60 �42 12
Inferior frontal gyrus 45/46 L 7.4 2,083 �48 15 21
Superior/medial frontal gyri 6/8 L 6.2 382 �6 9 60
Cuneus/calcarine sulcus 18 L + R 5.7 559 �9 �87 12
Middle/inferior temporal gyri 21/37 L 5.2 51 �45 �33 �15
Inferior frontal gyrus 47 R 4.2 83 36 33 �6

Task specific
Spelling > Rhyming

Precuneus/superior parietal
lobule/inferior parietal lobule

7/40 R 5.5 674 27 �72 39

Superior parietal lobule 7 L 4.3 140 �21 �66 54
Middle frontal gyrus 6 R 4 68 30 3 54
Inferior/middle temporal gyri 37 R 3.8 13 54 �48 �12
Inferior parietal lobule 40 L 3.6 35 �39 �48 48
Superior/middle frontal gyri 6 L 3.5 34 �24 3 60

Rhyming > Spelling
Inferior frontal gyrus 45 L 4 46 �51 30 9
Inferior frontal gyrus 47 L 3.7 23 �45 30 �12
Putamen — R 3.7 34 27 0 3
Inferior frontal gyrus 45/47 R 3.6 36 39 36 �9
Insula/putamen 13 L 3.6 27 �36 6 3

H, hemisphere; L, left; R, right. Activation in all tables presented with P < 0.001 uncorrected, unless specified otherwise. Clusters signifi-
cant above a threshold of P < 0.05 corrected are presented in bold. Coordinates are in MNI coordinates. Task specific activation calcu-
lated from the contrasts of words versus fixation.
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Figure 2.

Regions sensitive to the conflict between or-

thography and phonology (conflicting > non-

conflicting conditions). A: Conflict-sensitive-

regions common to both the spelling and

rhyming tasks (presented from the rhyming

task masked by the contrast of conflicting >
nonconflicting from the spelling task). B:

Conflict-sensitive-regions in the spelling task

masked by the contrast of spelling > rhyming

(blue). Activation threshold of P < 0.005

uncorrected is presented. The location of

subthreshold activation (P < 0.05 uncor-

rected) within a mask of rhyming > spelling

is marked in pink. C: Conflict-sensitive-

regions in the rhyming task masked by the

contrast of spelling > rhyming (blue) and

rhyming > spelling (red). Activation thresh-

old of P < 0.005 uncorrected is presented.

Cing, Cingulate gyrus (see Fig. 1 for other

regions).

Figure 1.

A: Language-specific activation (words > per-

ceptuals) in the spelling (blue) and rhyming

(red) tasks, and their overlap (purple). Acti-

vation is masked by the map of words > fix-

ation. The coordinates corresponding to the

proposed Visual Word Form Area (Dehaene

et al., 2004) are presented in a green mark.

B: Task-specific activation: red ¼ rhyming >
spelling, blue ¼ spelling > rhyming. C: Over-

lay of language-specific and task-specific acti-

vation in the spelling task: yellow ¼ words >
perceptuals, cyan ¼ spelling > rhyming,

green ¼ overlap. IFG, inferior frontal gyrus;

ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; STG, superior

temporal gyrus; IPL, inferior parietal lobule;

SPL, superior parietal lobule; Prec, precuneus.
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condition (O+P�) when compared with the easier condi-
tion (O�P+) were medial frontal gyrus/anterior cingulate
(BA 8/9/32), left IFG (BA 45), and right hemisphere
regions.

DISCUSSION

Our behavioral results show that conflicting pairs of
words were more difficult than nonconflicting pairs, in
both the spelling and the rhyming task, suggesting that
subjects were engaged in mapping of orthography to pho-
nology in both tasks, so that conflicting information irrele-
vant to the task interfered with their performance. Our
fMRI results show greater activation for words when com-
pared with nonlinguistic stimuli in perisylvian language

areas, and in the left infero-temporal region, depicted as
the visual word form area (Dehaene et al., 2004).

Task Comparisons

The direct comparison between tasks showed more acti-
vation for the spelling task, as compared with the rhyming
task, in bilateral SPL/IPL (BA 7/40), right infero-temporal
cortex (BA 37), and bilateral middle/superior frontal cor-
tex (Fig. 1B). This finding is consistent with previous find-
ings showing activation in bilateral SPL for adults, and left
SPL in children for the spelling when compared with a
line judgment task (Booth et al., 2004). Surprisingly,
regions that were differentially active in the spelling when
compared with the rhyming task showed almost no over-

TABLE III. Regions sensitive to the conflict between orthography and phonology

Condition Region BA H Z score Voxels x y z

Common to both tasks
Cingulate/superior
frontal/medial frontal gyri

32 L + R 7.1 340 �6 24 45

Inferior frontal gyrus 9/44/45 L 6.3 67 �42 6 30
Insula 13 L 6 113 �36 24 0
Caudate nucleus — R 5.9 35 12 15 3
Insula 13 R 5.6 76 33 24 0
Anterior cingulate 32 L + R 5 10 �6 36 24
Inferior frontal gyrus 46 L 4.6 13 �42 39 12
Middle frontal gyrus 46 R 4.5 16 45 36 21
Caudate nucleus — L 4.2 24 �12 3 12
Inferior parietal lobule 39/40 L 4.2 24 �27 �60 42

Within task-specific regions
Spelling Masked by spelling > rhyming

Superior parietal lobule 7 R 4.4 203 33 �63 51
Inferior parietal lobule 40 L 3.2 17 �30 �54 51

Masked by rhyming > spelling
No suprathershod activation

(inferior frontal gyrus)a
45/46 L 2.6 11 �48 33 9

Rhyming Masked by spelling > rhyming
Superior parietal lobule 7 L 3.6 21 �24 �63 45
Superior parietal lobule 7 R 3.4 49 30 �69 45
Inferior parietal lobule 40 L 3.1 11 �39 �48 45

Masked by rhyming > spelling
Inferior frontal gyrus 45/46 L 4.7 30 �45 30 12
Inferior frontal gyrus 47 R 3.9 10 36 33 �9

Coordinates for clusters common to both tasks are from conflict > no-conflict in the rhyming task masked by conflict > no-conflict in
the spelling task. Clusters are presented with a threshold of P < 0.005 uncorrected. Bold ¼ significant with P < 0.05 corrected.
a Significant with a threshold of P < 0.05 uncorrected.

TABLE IV. Comparison among conflicting conditions in the rhyming task (O+P2 > O2P+)

Region BA H Z score Voxels x y z

Medial frontal/anterior cingulate gyri 8/9/32 L + R 4.9 388 6 30 45
Middle/superior frontal gyri 9 R 4.9 141 42 36 33
Superior temporal gyrus 22 R 4.7 64 60 �12 3
Precentral gyrus/insula 44/13 R 4.7 172 51 6 9
Middle frontal gyrus 6 L 4.1 21 �51 3 48
Post central gyrus 2 L 3.8 34 �51 �24 54
Inferior frontal gyrus/insula 45/13 L 3.7 25 �33 21 6
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lap with language-specific activation (words > perceptual
conditions) in the same task (Fig. 1C). This finding sug-
gests that children relied mainly on nonlinguistic informa-
tion for comparing word forms, similar to the visual-spa-
tial processes used for comparing the symbols in the per-
ceptual conditions. Previous studies showed that bilateral
SPL is involved in nonlinguistic visual spatial tasks such
as mental rotation (Alivisatos and Petrides, 1997; Cohen
et al., 1996; Kosslyn et al., 1998) and shifting of spatial
attention (LaBar et al., 1999). Our conclusion is consistent
with our finding of greater activation in the right rather
than the left infero-temporal cortex for the spelling when
compared with the rhyming task. While the left infero-
temporal cortex has been depicted in orthographic word-
specific processes (Dehaene et al., 2002; Nobre et al., 1994),
its right homologue has been associated with processing of
nonlinguistic visual stimuli such as faces and objects
(Gauthier et al., 2000; Nakamura et al., 2005). While a pre-
vious study comparing the spelling and rhyming tasks in
adults did not find any differential activation for the spell-
ing task (Booth et al., 2002a), both tasks resulted in activa-
tion of the left fusiform gyrus, suggesting a reliance on lin-
guistically structured representations. Furthermore, several
studies show greater activation for children when com-
pared with adults in the right infero-temporal cortex in the
spelling task (Booth et al., 2004) and in an implicit reading
task (Turkeltaub et al., 2003). Altogether, these findings
suggest that children rely on nonlinguistic processing in
the spelling task more than adults, presumably due to
their relatively limited experience with visual words. With
experience, representations for linguistic stimuli presum-
ably become more specialized, resulting in a decrease in
the reliance on general visual processing.
The direct comparison between tasks showed stronger

activation for the rhyming when compared with the
spelling task in bilateral IFG (BA 45/47), suggesting that
phonological access and manipulation were enhanced in
the rhyming task. This finding is consistent with previ-
ous studies of children showing activation in left IFG
(BA 44/45) in phonological tasks (Booth et al., 2004;
Georgiewa, 1999; Shaywitz et al., 2002; Temple et al.,
2001). However, activation in BA 47 that has previously
been associated with semantic processing (Booth et al.,
2002b; Devlin et al., 2003; McDermott et al., 2003; Pol-
drack et al., 1999; Roskies et al., 2001) suggests that the
rhyming task involved greater access to semantic repre-
sentations. Furthermore, activation in left BA 47 was cor-
related with accuracy of performance in the rhyming
task, suggesting that semantic processing contributed to
the children’s performance and was not merely a postaccess
byproduct of activating phonological representations. Acti-
vation of semantic representations may enhance phono-
logical representations by adding to the interactive loop
of orthographic, phonological, and semantic representations
(Plaut et al., 1996).
A previous study that compared rhyming and spelling

tasks in adults (Booth et al., 2002a) did not find differential

activation in the IFG. However, the inconsistency between
the current and the adults’ findings is not likely to be the
result of the age difference between the samples, because
previous studies have actually found a developmental
increase rather than a decrease in activation in IFG, in a
variety of linguistic tasks (Booth et al., 2004; Gaillard et al.,
2003; Shaywitz et al., 2002; Turkeltaub et al., 2003). The
inclusion of the most difficult word pairs (O+P�) in the
current study may have enhanced the reliance on phono-
logical access and manipulations resulting in differential
activation in the IFG for the rhyming task.

The Conflict Between Orthographic and

Phonological Information

Our behavioral results, showing increased difficulty in
conflicting pairs of words in both the spelling and the
rhyming tasks, are consistent with studies showing this
effect in both tasks in adults (Johnston and Mcdermott,
1986; Kramer and Donchin, 1987; Levinthal and Hornung,
1992; Polich et al., 1983) and in the rhyming task in children
(McPherson et al., 1997; Rack, 1985). Our study further
shows the conflict effect in a spelling task in children, sug-
gesting that children automatically map orthographic to
phonological representations, even when it is not required
by the task. Our fMRI results further suggest what stages of
processing are involved in the competition between ortho-
graphic and phonological information in conflicting pairs.
In a comparison between conflicting and nonconflicting

pairs, our fMRI results show greater activation for conflict-
ing pairs in regions that were differentially active in each
respective task (Fig. 2B,C). Namely, in the rhyming task,
greater activation for conflicting when compared with non-
conflicting pairs was found in bilateral IFG, in the same
region that showed greater activation for the rhyming
when compared with the spelling task. Similarly, in the
spelling task, greater activation for conflicting when com-
pared with nonconflicting pairs was found in right SPL
(BA 7), in the same region that showed greater activation
for the spelling when compared with the rhyming task.
These findings are consistent with our prediction that con-
flicting pairs will elicit greater activation of processes that
are relevant for the task, i.e. phonological processing in the
rhyming task and orthographic processing in the spelling
task. This may reflect the need for stronger activation of
task-relevant processes to override the interference from
the nonrelevant dimension.
We also predicted that conflicting pairs in each task

would elicit greater activation than nonconflicting pairs in
brain regions associated with processing information that
is irrelevant and interfering with task performance. In
other words, conflicting pairs in the rhyming task would
produce activation in regions associated with orthographic
processing and conflicting pairs in the spelling task would
produce activation in regions associated with phonological
processing. Our fMRI results confirmed this hypothesis for
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the rhyming task, showing greater activation in conflicting
pairs in bilateral SPL, the regions that showed greater acti-
vation in the spelling when compared with the rhyming
task. These findings suggest that, when making a rhyming
judgment on visually presented words, orthographic proc-
esses interfere with phonological processes in the conflict-
ing conditions. The prediction of greater activation of irrel-
evant (phonological) processes in conflicting conditions in
the spelling task received partial support. Greater activa-
tion was found for conflicting pairs when compared with
nonconflicting pairs in regions associated with phonologi-
cal processes (i.e. left IFG BA 45/46), but these were only
significant under a more liberal threshold.
In addition to regions that were differentially active in

each task, conflicting pairs in both tasks showed greater
activation than nonconflicting pairs in the dorsal aspect of
left IFG (BA 9/44/45) and in left IPL (BA 40) (Fig. 2A).
Activation in IPL (BA 40) has been found in tasks that
involve mapping of orthography to phonology (Booth
et al., 2002a; Chen et al., 2002; Demonet et al., 1992; Xu
et al., 2001). Activation in BA 9/44/45 has been related to
segmentation and manipulation of phonological and artic-
ulatory representations (Clark and Wagner, 2003; Demonet
et al., 1992; Fiebach et al., 2002; Fiez et al., 1999; Mechelli
et al., 2005). Greater activation in this region has also been
found for reading inconsistent when compared with con-
sistent words (Fiez et al., 1999; Mechelli et al., 2005). In the
current study, the conflicting conditions entail a magnifica-
tion of the conflict inherent in reading inconsistent words.
Reading an inconsistent word (with a high proportion of pho-
nological and orthographic enemies) is likely to require repet-
itive mapping of orthography to phonology, and enhanced
phonological segmentation. Re-mapping is even more likely
to occur when an inconsistent word is primed by an ‘‘enemy’’
word. Our results therefore suggest that activation in IPL and
IFG in the conflicting conditions reflect repetitive mapping
between orthography and phonology, and increased phono-
logical segmentation and covert articulation as a means for
verifying the accuracy of the outcome.
We also found that the conflicting pairs produced

greater activation than nonconflicting pairs for both tasks
in anterior cingulate/medial frontal gyrus (BA 32/6), pre-
viously associated with monitoring responses especially
when there is conflict between competing responses
(Lenartowicz and McIntosh, 2005; Milham et al., 2003; Ste-
phan et al., 2003; van de Ven et al., 2004). This finding sug-
gests that in conflicting pairs orthographic and phonologi-
cal information compete not only at early stages of gener-
ating the representations, but also at the stage of response
selection. The conclusion that the conflict occurs in multi-
ple levels of processing is consistent with previous ERP
results (Kramer and Donchin, 1987).

Comparison Among the Conflicting Conditions

Our behavioral results showed significantly lower accu-
racy and slower reaction time for word pairs that were

spelled similarly but did not rhyme (O+P�) when com-
pared with pairs that rhymed but were not spelled the
same (O�P+). This difference among the conflicting condi-
tions, found only in the rhyming task, is consistent with
previous behavioral and ERP findings (Johnston and
Mcdermott, 1986; Kramer and Donchin, 1987; Levinthal
et al., 1992; McPherson et al., 1997; Rack, 1985;). One study
found that the O+P� condition was more vulnerable to in-
terference by a simultaneous counting task (Johnston and
Mcdermott, 1986). In a comparison between the two con-
flicting conditions our fMRI results show more activation
for the harder condition (O+P�) in left IFG (BA 45) and
anterior cingulate/medial frontal gyri. These results sug-
gest that the O+P� condition requires enhanced phonolog-
ical access and manipulation when compared with the eas-
ier conflicting condition. The activation in the anterior cin-
gulate cluster may reflect the greater conflict presented by
the more difficult word pairs.

The Left Infero-Temporal Cortex

Only a small cluster of activation in the left ITG was
more active for words when compared with nonlinguistic
symbols (Fig. 1). However, the overlap between the two
tasks in this language-specific infero-temporal activation
was found in the inferior/middle temporal gyri (�54, �50,
�12), very close to the previous depicted Visual Word
Form Area (�48, �52, �12) (Dehaene et al., 2004). Wide-
spread activation in the left infero-temporal cortex was
previously shown for children in the comparison of words
to a line judgment task (Booth et al., 2004). However, the
current results show word-specific activation in the left
infero-temporal gyrus for children even when the visual
complexity in the perceptual task is similar to the linguis-
tic task.

CONCLUSIONS

Altogether, our results show that when children are pre-
sented with visual words, they automatically engage
orthographic and phonological processes, regardless of the
requirements of the task. Nevertheless, in the spelling
judgment task, children rely mainly on nonlinguistic proc-
esses, while in the rhyming task, children may additionally
engage semantic processes. Our results further suggest that
when encountering a conflict between orthographic and
phonological information, such as in reading inconsistent
words, the competition between the systems occurs both at
early stages, of generating the representations, and at the
later stage of response selection. Competition at early
stages is reflected by the enhancement of both task-rele-
vant and task-irrelevant processes, resulting in increased
activation in left inferior frontal gyrus for phonological
processing and bilateral SPL for orthographic processing
in the conflicting conditions of both tasks. Competition at
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the stage of response selection is reflected in the activation
in the anterior cingulate/medial frontal cortex.
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